Abstract. We think that modern speech dialogue systems need a prior usability analysis to identify the requirements for industrial applications. In addition, work from the area of the Semantic Web should be integrated. These requirements can then be met by multimodal semantic processing, semantic navigation, interactive semantic mediation, user adaptation/personalisation, interactive service composition, and semantic output representation which we will explain in this paper. We will also describe the discourse and dialogue infrastructure these components develop and provide two examples of disseminated industrial prototypes.
Introduction
Dialogue system construction is a difficult task since many individual natural language processing components have to be combined into a complex AI system. Theoretical aspects and perspectives on communicative intention have to meet the practical demands of a user machine interface-the speech based communication must be natural for humans, otherwise they will never accept dialogue as a proper means of communication with machines. Over the last several years, the market for speech technology has seen significant developments [14] and powerful commercial off-the-shelf solutions for speech recognition (ASR) or speech synthesis (TTS). Even entire voice user interface platforms (VUI) have become available. However, these discourse and dialogue infrastructures have only moderate success so far in the entertainment or industrial sector. This is the case because a dialogue system as complex AI system cannot easily be constructed. Additionally, the dialogue engineering requires many customisation works for specific applications.
We implemented a new discourse and dialogue infrastructure for semantic access to structured and unstructured information repositories for industrial applications. In this paper, we basically provide two new contributions. First, we provide architectural recommendations of how new dialogue infrastructures may look like. Second, we discuss which components are needed to convey the requirements of dialogical interaction in multiple use case scenarios and with multiple interaction devices. To meet these objectives, we implemented a distributed, ontology-based, dialogue system architecture where every major component can be run on a different host, increasing the scalability of the overall system. Thereby, the dialogue system acts as the middleware between the clients and the backend services that hide complexity from the user by presenting aggregated ontological data. We also implemented the attached dialogue components within the architecture. This paper is structured as follows. First we will discuss related work and the basic dialogue architecture. This will be followed by the discussion of individual dialogue tasks and components. Finally, we will discuss two industrial dissemination prototypes and provide a conclusion.
Related Work
The dialogue engineering task is to provide dialogue-based access to the domain of interest, e.g., for answering domain-specific questions about an industrial process in order to complete a business process. AquaLog, e.g., presents a solution for a rapid customisation of the system for a particular ontology; with ORAKEL a system engineer can adapt the natural language understanding (NLU) component [4] in several cycles thereby customising the interface to a certain knowledge domain. The system NLION uses shallow natural language processing techniques (i.e., spell checking, stemming, and compound detection) to instantiate an ontology object. The systems which integrate sub-tasks software modules from academia or industry can be used off the shelf. However, if one looks closer at actual industrial projects' requirements, this idealistic vision begins to blur mainly because of software infrastructure or usability issues. These issues are explained in the context of our basic architecture approach for industrial dissemination.
Basic Architecture
We learned some lessons which we use as guidelines in the development of basic architectures and software infrastructures for multimodal dialogue systems. In earlier projects [27, 17] we integrated different subcomponents into multimodal interaction systems. Thereby, hub-and-spoke dialogue frameworks played a major role [18] . We also learned some lessons which we use as guidelines in the development of semantic dialogue systems [12, 23] ; over the last years, we have adhered strictly to the developed rule "No presentation without representation." The idea is to implement a generic, and semantic, dialogue shell that can be configured for and applied to domain-specific dia-
